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Who are we?
Our Mission is to make
a good Stream for You
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Mechanical Engineering
Business Development & Coach

Regina Roos
MBA, Dipl. Ing. Electrical Engineering
Sales Consultant and Transformation
We offer
 transparent and efficient
planning
and management of your
event
 with a clear pre-defined
costing
 virtual participation at the
event of your choice, with
high audio and visual
quality

Digitalisation of Events
of your choice – globally
Unfortunately, we cannot offer
you a live stream behind the
curtain of light. … but…
everything that happens and will
happen in the here and now
could be determined by you and
streamed for you



What are the Airpur Heaven’s
Livestream deliverables?

The Airpur Heaven live stream is a
real-time video service, where events,
happenings, experiences, memorable
moments can be safely uploaded,
displayed and shared with a certain
group of people. In contrast to live
streaming, on-demand (on order)
streaming is available as well, and
data will be stored secured if wished.




source, tailored to your individual
needs and personal wishes
 How could your personal
production look like?
Choose the remote production
version.
Only the cameras and any special
data sources are located at the event
premises. The direction, fade-ins,
replay and additional functions are
managed by the centralised control
centre. This means minimum set-up
and dismantling times, no cable laying
around or risk for safety hazards,
minimum manpower and focused
operating times, great value for
minimum costs.




What differentiates us from
the other Streaming
Providers?

Our streaming is independent,
powerful, empathetic, high reliability
and secure. We work customer- and
solution-oriented. If wished, we work
with a with script. For your live stream
event you get everything from one

What is the motivation for
streaming?
The possibilities for a live stream are
almost unlimited. With the real-time
transmission we can take every event
desired by whoever live on the
Internet. A great case for streaming is
a funeral.
If people are prevented by health
reasons to attend the funeral service
or if they are just living too far away.
Up to now, the participants had to
travel to the venue, otherwise they did
not have the opportunity of last tribute.
By live streaming at least virtual

participation is made possible. This
applies to many more topics such as
wedding, music performances, local
council meetings, school graduations,
training courses, and a
lot more.
Everyone benefits of the increased
visibility through live streaming of the
event. Interested parties can follow an
event of personal importance exactly
at the moment when it takes place from anywhere in the world and at any
convenient location
Cross boarders, without delay be
virtually in real time. No matter what
end of the world you are.
The Death is a step across the horizon.
The Horizon is not the limit of being, but the
limit of our perception.

